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NOTE TO: Jocelyn Mitchell

FROM: Herbert Berkow, PDII-2

SUBJECT: EDO CONTROL NO. 0008388, SUBCOMMITTEE ON NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION ,

QUESTIONS ON TURKEY POINT

I have revised and enclosed the responses to the three Graham questions on
Turkey Point in accordance with the comments which we discussed on
December 30. Region II has concurred in these revised respor.ses but I did not '

send them through the entire concurrence chain again.

If any further clarification or revisions are needed let me know.

W ;

H rbert Berkow, PDII-2

Enclosure: [
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cc/w enclosure:
S. Varga
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L. Raghavan i
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QUESTION 1. It is alleged that the failure to perform the license- '

required surveillances to verify the operability of the
,

pressure-relief system used to prevent possible vessel
i

cracking constitutes a serious violation of the plant's-

technical specifications. It cannot be considered to be but

a mere deviation as the NRC has chosen to characterize it. '

;

ANSWER.

The licensee's action to depart from the technical specifications (TS)- f
required surveillance tests was not a failure, but rather a conscious

emergency decision and action consistent with the provisions of 10 CFR |

50.54(x). The conduct of surveillances during normal and off-normal

conditions is required and expected. However,10 CFR 50.54(x) allows a ,

licensee to "....take reasonable action that departs from a license condition

or a technical specification (contained in a license issued under this part)
;

in an emergency when this action is immediately needed to protect the public

health and safety and no action consistent with the license conditions and

technical specifications that can provide adequate or equivalent protection is j

immediately apparent." The licensee is expected to exercise good judgment and )
'|

minimize possible upset situations where feasible. Further,_10 CFR 50.54(y) i

!
requires that the " licensee's action permitted by paragraph (x) of this [10

1
CFR 50.54] section shall be approved, as a minimum, by a licensed senior ;

;

operator prior to taking the action." l
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OVESTION 1. (continued) -2-

,

During August 24 - 25, 1992, after the Turkey Point units were brought to a

hot shutdown, the licensee, under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.54(x), decided ;

not to enter the containment and hook up the equipment required to perform the

necessary surveillance test procedure. The licensee took this action because

the normal lighting in the containment was not available due to loss of

offsite power and portable lighting would have been required to perform this
'surveillance. Entry into containment without normal lighting carried too high

a risk of potential human error and injuries, or of resulting in an

undesirable plant transient. .At the time, the safety importance of the

overpressure mitigation system (OMS) was substantially reduced from its design

basis because the unit was not in a water-solid condition during or following

the hurricane. Also, the high pressure safety injection (HPSI) flow path to
f

the reactor coolant system (RCS) was isolated, as required by the TS under

such conditions. The licensee successfully accomplished the control room

portion of testing the OMS (i.e., cycling of the power-operated relief valves

(PORVs)) within 24 hours of the shutdown of the units). The nitrogen portion

of the OMS was tested and declared operational by September 7,1992, when

stable offsite power was restored and normal lighting was available inside

containment. The nitrogen is a backup to the instrument air system which

normally operates the PORVs. The instrument air system remained operational

throughout the entire event.

i
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The NRC staff reviewed the licensee's actions taken during the emergency

condition to depart from the TS surveillance noted above and determined that
,

they were immediately needed to protect the public health and safety, no other

adequate or equivalent action consistent with license conditions or TS was

immediately apparent, and no opportunity existed to process a license

amendment. The NRC staff also found the licensee's actions appropriate on the

basis that the departure from TS was approved by a licensed senior reactor

operator prior to implementation and the licensee took necessary actions to

recover from the departure from TS as soon as practicable following the

hurricane (i.e., departed from TS only to the extent necessary).

The NRC staff evaluation of this event is documented in Inspection Report 50-

250,251/92-20, which was provided to you earlier.

,
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QUESTION 2. Florida Power and Light management failed to perform

critical start-up surveillance tests on the reactor coolant

system and in the feedwater equipment, leading to an

inability to cool down the primary system after the

inevitable manual or automatic reactor trip that followed

the loss of feedwater from main or nuclear-safety-related

auxiliary feedwater and residual heat removal sources.

ANSWER.

The Turkey Point technical specifications (TS) require that each emergency

core cooling system (ECCS) component and flow path and the standby feedwater

pumps be demonstrated to be operable at least monthly while the units are in

Modes 1, 2 or 3. On September 29, 1992, with Unit 4 in Mode 2, the licensee

discovered that, contrary to these TS requirements, ECCS pump and piping

venting and the standby feedwater pump operability demonstration had not been

performed prior to entry into Mode 3. ECCS venting had been last performed on

August 7, 1992 and standby feedwater pump operability had been last

demonstrated on August 5, 1992.

In response to the discovery of these missed surveillances, the licensee

satisfactorily completed them promptly and demonstrated that both the ECCS and

the non-safety-related standby feedwater pumps were operable. Further, the |

licensee returned Unit 4 to Mode 3 and satisfactorily verified that all other

required surveillances had been performed. This was independently verified by
.

|
.
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0VESTION 2. Florida Power and Light management failed to perform i

critical start-up surveillance tests on the reactor coolant I

system and in the feedwater equipment, leading to an

inability to cool down the primary system after the

inevitable manual or automatic reactor trip that followed

the loss of feedwater from main or nuclear-safety-related

auxiliary feedwater and residual heat removal sources.
,

ANSWER.

The Turkey Point technical specifications (TS) require that each emergency

core cooling system (ECCS) component and flow path and the standby feedwater

pumps be demonstrated to be operable at least monthly while the units are in

Modes 1, 2 or 3. On September 29, 1992, with Unit 4 in Mode 2, the licensee

discovered that, contrary to these TS requirements, ECCS pump and piping

venting and the standby feedwater pump operability demonstration had not been

performsd prior to entry into Mode 3. ECCS venting had been last performed on

August 7,1992 and standby feedwater pump operability had been last

demonstrated on August 5, 1992.

In response to the discovery of these missed surveillances, the licensee

satisfactorily completed them promptly and demonstrated that both the ECCS and

the non-safety-related standF'< feedwater pumps were operable. Further, the

licensee returned Unit 4 tu node 3 and satisfactorily verified that all other

required surveillances had been performed. This was independently verified by
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OVESTION 2. (continued) -2- !
!

I

the NRC resident inspectors. During this time the normal feedwater and f
!safety-related auxiliary feedwater remained available. In addition, ECCS pump ;

and piping venting (high head safety injection pump readiness test) showed no
!
i

evidence of air when venting the piping or pump casing. The licensee also |

walked down the residual heat removal (RHR) and safety injection systems to j

verify valve alignment. Prior to entry into Mode 4, cooling of the reactor
,

coolant system (RCS) was provided by an RHR pump which ran normally. It is {
important to note that there was no reactor trip, nor was there ever any I

degradation of the ability to cool the primary system under any required

condition as a result of these missed surveillances. !.
:

I

The licensee attributed the cause of this event to personnel error, in that !

the surveillance due dates were improperly changed in the computer, and has

implemented corrective measures to require supervisory review and approval of

all changes to surveillance dates in the computer. The NRC staff reviewed the

licensee's event analyses and actions and determined that the missed

surveillances did not result in any health and safety concern and that the

licensee's corrective actions were satisfactory. In accordance with NRC

enforcement policy, however, a non-cited violation was issued for the

licensee's failure to perform TS-required surveillances within the specified

time-frames. The NRC staff evaluation is documented in Inspection Report 50-

250, 251/92-20, which was provided to you earlier.

1
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OVESTION 3. On October 5, 1992, with the unit in cold shutdown, the

Overpressure Mitigation System was erroneously actuated,

with the spurious opening of power operated relief valves,

the decreased primary pressure increasing the risk of a

spurious safety injection.

ANSWER.

On October 5, 1992, with Unit 4 in cold shutdown, the licensee was performing

an overpressure mitigation system (OMS) nitrogen backup leak and functional

test. The test requires preparation of the primary coolant loop such as to

allow opening of the power-operated telief valves (PORVs) without

depressurization of the reactor coolant system (RCS) and to provide a closure

signal to the residual heat removal (RHR) system suction valves. The test is

accomplished by introducing a simulated high pressure signal to the primary-

coolant loop instrumentation being tested and verifying that the loop

instrumentation operates as designed. In performing the test, licensee

personnel erroneously proceeded to apply the simulated high pressure signal to

a backup instrumentation loop instead of the primary loop. The backup is a

parallel loop which is identical in operation and configuration to the primary

loop. Since the backup loop was not prepared for the test, application of the

test pressure resulted in a slight depressurization of the RCS, approximately

12 psig, which is insignificant compared with the pressure decrease required

to trigger a safety injection, before the error was discovered and the PORV in

GRAHAM /NRR
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OUESTION 3. (continued) -2-
<

the backup loop was closed. The reduction in pressure also caused a valve in
.

'
the RHR system, which was kept open for the test, to close. This resulted in

-

,

a brief loss of RHR cooling and a 1 degree F increase in the RCS temperature.
i

After the event, the PORV was closed and the RHR system was returned to normal
|

.

;

operation in a timely manner. No high system pressure actually occurred as a i

result of the inadvertent ictuation of the PORV and the OMS and RHR systems f
'functioned as expected. Further, although spurious safety injections should

be avoided, the systems are designed for such events and, should a safety

injection have occurred, this would not have posed a health and safety

concern. The licensee has implemented appropriate corrective actions to

prevent recurrence of such an event.
.

:

!

The NRC staff evaluation of this event is documented in Inspection Report 50-

250,251/92-24, which was provided to you earlier. As noted in the' inspection

report, a non-cited violation was issued, in accordance with NRC enforcement

policy, for the licensee's failure to follow procedures, which resulted in the

inadvertent opening of a PORV.
t

!

:

:

,

I
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QUESTION 1. It is alleged that the failure to perform the 1 ;-

frequired surveillances to verify the operabilit., .le

fpressure-relief system used to prevent possibir ,el

cracking constitutes a serious violation of the ,, ant's |

technical specifications. It cannot be considered to be but i

a mere deviation as the NRC has chosen to characterize it.
!

ANSWER. !

[
t

|
The licensee's action to depart from the technical specifications (TS)- !

required surveillance tests was not a failure, but rather a conscious

emergency decision and action consistent with the provisions of 10 CFR

50.54(x). The conduct of surveillances during normal and off-normal
!

conditions is required and expected. However, 10 CFR 50.54(x) allows a

licensee to "....take reasonable action that departs from a license condition

or a technical specification (contained in a license issued under this part)

in an emergency when this action is immediately needed to protect the public

health and safety and no action consistent with the license conditions and

technical specifications that can proside adequate or equivalent protection is ;

immediately apparent." The licensee is expected to exercise good judgment and

minimize possible upset situations where feasible. Further, 10 CFR 50.54(y)

requires that the " licensee's action permitted by paragraph (x) of this [10

CFR 50.54] section shall be approved, as a minimum, by a licensed senior |

operator prior to taking the action."
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QUESTION 1. (continued) -2-

During August 24 - 25, 1992, after the Turkey Point units were brought to a

hot shutdown, the licensee, under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.54(x), decided

not to enter the containment and hook up the equipment required to perform the

|
necessary surveillance test procedure. The licensee took this action because

the normal lighting in the containment was not available due to loss of

offsite power and portable lighting would have been required to perform this

surveillance. Entry into containment without normal lighting carried too high

a risk of potential human error and injuries, or of resulting in an

undesirable plant transient. At the time, the safety importance of the

overpressure mitigation system (OMS) was substantially reduced from its design '

basis because the unit was not in a water-solid condition during or following

the hurricane. Also, the high pressure safety injection (HPSI) flow path to

the reactor coolant system (RCS) was isolated, as required by the TS under i

/

such conditions. The licensee successfully accomplished the control room

portion of testing the OMS (i.e., cycling of the power-operated relief valves

(PORVs) ithin 24 hours of the shutdown of the units. The nitrogen portion of !

the OMS was tested and declared operational by September 7,1992, when stable !

offsite power was restored and normal lighting was available inside |

containment. The nitrogen is a backup to the instrument air system which

normally operates the PORVs. The instrument air system r'emained operational

throughout the entire event.

>

I
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The NRC staff reviewed the licensee's actions taken during the emergency j
condition to depart from the TS surveillance noted above and determined that j

ed
they were immediately needed to protect the public health and safetyf no other

.

p
'

adequate or equivalent action consistent with license conditions or TS was

immediately apparente-:nd no epp;rter.ity sisted t: prc:::: : li :n;;
Y=:nd::n t . The NRC staff also found the licensee's actions appropriate on the .

basis that the departure from TS was approved by a licensed senior reactor ;
;

operator prior to implementation and the licensee took necessary actions to |

recover from the departure from TS as soon as practicable following the

hurricane (i.e., departed from TS only to the extent necessary). !
i
!

|
.

The NRC staff evaluation of this event is documented in Inspection Report 50- |
!

250,251/92-20, which was provided to you earlier. '

,

:
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OVESTION 2. Florida Power and Light management failed to perform :

critical start-up surveillance tests on the reactor coolant i

system and in the feedwater equipment, leading to an

inability to cool down the primary system after the

inevitable manual or automatic reactor trip that followed
,

the loss of feedwater from main or nuclear-safety-related |

auxiliary feedwater and residual heat removal sources.

ANSWER.

i

;The Turkey Point technical specifications (TS) require that each emergency

core cooling system (ECCS) component and flow path and the standby feedwater f
.

1

pumps be demonstrated to be operable at least monthly while the units are in r

Modes 1, 2 or 3. On September 29, 1992, with Unit 4 in Mode 2, the licensee
,

discovered that, contrary to these TS requirements, ECCS pump and piping

venting and the standby feedwatar pump operability demonstration had not been |
;

performed prior to entry into Mode 3. ECCS venting had been last performed on |

August 7, 1992 and standby feedwater pump operability had been last !

demonstrated on August 5, 1992.

|

In response to the discovery of these missed surveillances, the licensee
,

satisfactorily completed them promptly and demonstrated that both the ECCS and |
:

the non-safety-related standby feedwater pumps were operable. Further, the

licensee returned Unit 4 to Mode 3 and satisfactorily verified that all other

required surveillances had been performed. This was independently verified by
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OVESTION 2. (continued) -2- '

the NRC resident inspectors. During this time the normal feedwater and ;

safety-related auxiliary feedwater remained available. In addition, ECCS pump i

i

and piping venting (high head safety injection pump readiness test) showed no
~

;

evidence of air when venting the piping or pump casing. The licensee also
,

walked down the residual heat removal (RHR) and safety injection systems to
"

verify valve alignment. Prior to entry into Mode 4, cooling of the reactor

coolant system (RCS) was provided by an RHR pump which ran normally. It i: .

M
important to note that there was no reactor trip, nor was there c:; =; e

degnetier of th$ bility to cool the primary system under any required
,

condition as a result of these missed surveillances.e a n a
r

k

The licensee attributed the cause of this event to personnel error, in that '

the surveillance due dates were improperly changed in the computer, and has

implemented corrective measures to require supervisory review and approval of

all changes to surveillance dates in the computer. The NRC staff reviewed the

licensee's event analyses and actions and determined that the missed

surveillances did not result in any health and safety concern and that the

licensee's corrective actions were satisfactory. In accordance with NRC

enforcement policy, however, a non-cited violation was issued for the

licensee's failure to perform TS-required surveillances within the specified ,

time-frames. The NRC staff evaluation is documented in Inspection Report 50-

250, 251/92-20, which was provided to you earlier.

GRAHAM /NRR ,
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QUESTION 3. On October 5, 1992, with the unit in cold shutdown, the

Overpressure Mitigation System was erroneously actuated,

with the spurious opening of power operated relief valves,

the decreased primary pressure increasing the risk of a

spurious safety injection.

ANSWER ,

On October 5,1992, with Unit 4 in cold shutdown, the licensee was performing

an overpressure mitigation system (OMS) nitrogen backup leak and functional

test. The test requires preparation of the primary coolant loop such as to

allow opening of the power-operated relief valves (PORVs) without

depressurization of the reactor coolant system (RCS) and to provide a closure
;

signal to the residual heat removal (RHR) system suction valves. The test is |

accomplished by introducing a simulated high pressure signal to the primary

coolant loop instrumentation being tested and verifying that the loop
i

instrumentation operates as designed. In performing the test, licensee !
i

personnel erroneously proceeded to apply the simulated high pressure signal to |

a backup instrumentation loop instead of the primary loop. The backup is a

parallel lcop which is identical in operation and configuration to the primary

loop. Since the backup loop was not prepared for the test, application of the

test pressure resulted in a slight depressurization of the RCS, approximately
i

12 psig, ehkh i: 4arigni'k:r,t ce;+; red ith th pr::: r; d::r;;se r:;ui md 4
F to trigger : ::fety iejectkr., t,;fere the /cer .;;.: d h::vered :.d th; PORV ... '
f
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OVESTION 3. (continued) -2-

(The. simulated hif RC.S fressure signah
Svt t 'eg-

ne h;t- 3--- .... , _ A.|,<_ _ - 9__,__ ,__ ,;; - ;;;- e eisu caused a valve in--- -.-.... g.... , w m ..,, , ,r -r

the RHR systemi -..-- -~ --r.
---- -- n; ::t ,Yto close. This resulted in'' ' - '---s
-r-- -- -. .

a brief loss of RHR cooling and a 1 degree F increase in the RCS temperature.

After the event, the PORV was closed and the RHR system was returned to normal

operation in a timely manner. No high system pressure actually occurred as a

Iresult of the int vertent actuation of the PORV and the OMS and RHR systems

functioned as expected Further, although spurious safety injections should

be avoided, the systems are designed for such events and, should a safety

injection have occurred, this would not have nneart 2 haalth and safety

The licensee
&Eca40:W% ceur.hhcl+hild u Q
has impleented appropriate corrective actions to

-

fconcern.

prevent recurrence of ynadvid2d ativk rf 0MS)
'

)
. r : c; , . -

j

The NRC staff evaluation of this event is documented in Inspection Report 50- ;
:

250,251/92-24, which was provided to you earlier. As noted in the inspection

report, a non-cited violation was issued, in accordance with NRC enforcement

policy, for the licensee's failure to follow procedures, which resulted in the

inadvertent opening of a PORV.

LU $ $$1- ad Jk dYn ej ; MO p. , kj
p a4 m;A was yo o- bu-m

'

u- 5 NN *ln Vu n. '
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The Honorable Bob Graham
United States Senator
P.O. Box 3050
Tallahassee, FL 32315

Attention: Becky Liner

- Dear Senator Graham:

The enclosure is our response to the questions on Turkey Point which your
constituents asked in a letter to your office dated September 12, 1992,
concerning Hurricane Andrew's impact on the nuclear plants. Previously, on
October 21, 1992, we briefed your staff and on November 6, 1992, provided
additional information concerning certain other Hurricane-Andrew related
questions which other of your constituents asked in their letter dated
September 23, 1992.

I trust that this information will assist you in responding to the requests of
your constituents.

Sincerely,

James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operations

Enclosure:
As stated

DISTRIBUTION:
Central File PDII-2 R/F S. Little
ED0#8123 S. Varga L. Raghavan
ED0 R/F G. Lainas E. Tana
J. Taylor H. Berkow PDII-2 GT File
J. Sniezek OGC E. Merschoff, RII
J. Blaha OPA

H. Thompson OCA
T. Murley/F. Miraglia NRR Mail Room (ED0#8123 w/ incoming) 12G18
J. Partlow C. Norsworthy

LA:PDII-2 PM:PDII-2 D:PDII-2 TECH ED NRR/ DST NRR/DREP
ETana LRaghavan HBerkow AThadani FCongel
/ /92 / /92 / /92 / /92 / /92 /
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s * uy '.QUESTION: TURKEY POINT ""
x i

4
(ThId Moral systems important to the health and sa'fety of the public (such

as ire protection, security / surveillance, radiation monitoring, warning
sirens and communications) fail during the Hurricane? Have these systems been
reestablished?

Hurricane Andrew hit south Florida with sustained surface winds of up to 145
miles per hour (mph) per the National Hurricane Center estimate. Several
unofficial reports estimate stronger gusts. The eye of the storm passed over
the site and caused significant onsite and offsite damage. However, the
nuclear portion of both units, that is the portions that could pose a

,

radiological hazard to the public if they failed, were not damaged. Prior to
the advent of the storm, the licensee, in accordance with its emergency
planning procedures, brought the Units to a hot shutdown (Mode 4) and the

#units remained in a stable condition. There was no release of radiation to
the environmerLt. -

'

_

IFollowing completion.of the storm damage repairs to the Turkey Point Unit 4 No
and common systems, the licensee restarted Unit 4 on September 29, 1992. # ( dM'' !

Unit 3 is expected to resume its power ( g \p ;
Storm damage repairs to the Turkey Point Unit 3 are being implemented during
its ongoing Cycle 13 refueling outage. A:
operation by November 25, 1992. 6P j

The storm included damage to the fire protection, security / surveillance, b
radiation monitoring, warning sirens, and communications systems. The storm * # k
also caused loss offsite power. Following the storm, the licensee either F

,

restored the specific functions of these systems or implemented appropriate -

alternate means to meet their functions. Each of these systems is discussed t

below: ,

Fire Protection System !

As a result of the hurricane winds the service water system high water storage ,

tank collapsed and caused damage to the fire protection system. Within a few
hours following the hurricane, the licensee established 30-minute roving fire
watch patrols with the available personnel and by August 31, 1992, when
qualified fire watch personnel became available, established Technical
Specifications (TS)-required fire watches. By 5:20 p.m. on August 27, 1992, i

the licensee established a backup fire water capability which met the TS
requirements. Prior to restart of Turkey Point Unit 4, the licensee
implemented an interim fire protection configuration with backup water and
backup pump capabilities. The licensee performed a safety evaluation of this
interim configuration and satisfactorily demonstrated compliance with Appendix
R to 10 CFR 50 and TS requirements. On October 5-9, 1992, the NRC staff
inspected and verified the licensee's implementation of the plant's fire
protection / prevention program including the interim fire protection system ,

configuration. The licensee restored the fire protection system to its design
basis configuration by November 15, 1992. To prevent any future damage of
these types to the fire protection system, the licensee has eliminated the ;

service water high water storage tank.
|

DRAFT - PfEBeetStOMAt
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Security / Surveillance

The storm caused damage to security buildings which were constructed to
withstand 120 mph winds. The Intrusion Detection and Surveillance (IDS)
System remained operational'until the cameras or intrusion equipment also
sustained damage due to the storm. At least nine protected area barriers were
also damaged. Within a few hours after the storm, the licensee assessed the [damage and deployed security personnel to secure the site and establish

,

personnel and material access controls. Subsequently, the licensee re-
established the Secondary Alarm Station (SAS) as its command and control
facility. Armed security officers were positioned in the Auxiliary Building ,

which would have been the most direct passage to containment. At the
conclusion of the storm, security personnel were deployed in and around the
protected and vital area. During subsequent searches of the protected and
vital areas, there were no indications of site penetration during the storm.

The full regulatory acceptable security system was established by the licensee
on September 22, 1992. Security measures were reviewed and found acceptable .

by the NRC Region II Safeguards Inspectors on September 23-25, 1992. :

h Radiation Monitoring k[)M d ^O #

Radiation monitoring is pefr e'/
'

rmed by 21 direct radiation monitors,
specifically, thermolumiMscent dosimeters (TLD) and 5 air samplers. The TLDs
were secured to variou appurtenances, such as trees and poles. Many of the

y trees were destroyed y the hurricane. Four air sampling stations and several ,

TLDs surrounding th plant were destroyed during the storm. During and afterJy# y f the storm, direct r diatien leveh were moritsrad_by 13 of the 21
ip, environmental TLDspquired by? .. huh were recovered. In addition, '

, , ,,8 3 approximately 52 of 76 TLDs located within the licensee's radiologically *

#pH' controlled area (RCA) and protected area boundaries also remained functional
9 to monitor any potential releases from the plant. Preliminary results of ;

radiological environmental samples, e.g. broad leaf vegetation, water, soil.

and sediments, which were collected on September 9, 1992, indicated no
abnormal readings.

The licensee contracted with the State of Florida to conduct the radiological ;
environmental monitoring program. The State initiated sample recovery and i

damage estimates for the program en September 2, 1992. Restoration and
replacement of equipment was initiated on September 9, 1992. All TLDs and air
monitoring equipment were replaced and determined to be operable by

:September 14 and September 19, 1992, respectively. '

To aid recovery in the event of a future hurricane, the licensee plans to ,

attach the TLDs to the warning siren poles which may better withstand the :

hurricane forces. (
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Warning Sirens

Many of the sirens, towers, and repeaters became inoperable during the
hurricane. Although the exact time at which the licensee became aware of the
degraded condition of the siren system is not known, the licensee assumed
complete system disablement and initiated restoration activities as soon as
access roads were cleared. Full siren system restoration and system testing

g \ptpwas accomplished by September 21, 1992.

A, Wr pl.
The State of Florida Radiological Emergency Plan for Nuclear Power Plants g% ./irecognizes the poss M11ty-that-ths41rens may become inoperable. Because of' h1

this possibilit an alternate means f) notification is preplanned in the # M v.OState's Emergency 1Dh a
ernate means consists of " route alerting" the / # g[population within the area of interest. The route alerting is performed by y y (fbackup police, fire rescue, and/or airplanes with loudspeakers, notifying the bj

population to take the necessary actions. (g d ffs#

9 ''oCommunications M

Yh '#/MSustained hurricane winds caused damage to transmission lines, antennas and d
transmitters. The communications systems that operated on the Southern Bell M
aerial copper wire along Palm Drive failed due to fallen trees and other E
foreign objects from high velocity winds. Following the storm, the licensee
reestablished communications, on an intermittent basis, with portable
transceivers and security station cellular telephones which were functional
after the storm. Continuous communications were established by the afternoon
of August 24, 1992. ,

l
i

Since the hurricane, the communications systems that relied on the Southern i

Bell aerial copper wire have been replaced by a buried fiber optic cable along
Palm Drive. In addition, the licensee has installed two new high frequency
radio systems to facilitate communications between the plant and offsite. !
These communications systems are designed with antennas to withstand winds in !
excess of 170 miles per hour. Spare antennas are also available onsite to I

ensure prompt replacement, if needed.

Offsite Power
I

The storm caused damage to transmission lines and switchyard equipment which I

resulted in loss of offsite power. Offsite power was established to the |

fossil fuel-fired units startup transformers at 6:35 p.m. on August 29, 1992.
However, power was not brought onto the nuclear side until the reliability of
the offsite power sources was verified. One vital bus each for Unit 3 and |
Unit 4 was energized from offsite power on August 30. A second source of '

offsite power was available on September 2, 1992.

The Turkey Point plants are designed with four (two per unit) emergency diesel
generators (EDGs) such that they receive an automatic start signal immediately
on sensing a loss of load from the offsite power supply buses. Only one EDG
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per unit is required to provide emergency power. In addition, the four EDGs
can be cross-tied, if necessary, to provide emergency power to the other unit.
Once the diesel motor and generator are running at the proper speed (rpm) the
load sequencer automatically sequences the various safety-related loads to the
generator. The EDGs and sequencers worked as designed. The licensee, in
preparation for the storm, tested the EDGs and verified that all fuel tanks
were full prior to the onset of the storm. The available fuel exceeded TS
requirements. None of the safety-related EDGs suffered any damage from the
storm since they are housed in seismic Category 1 designed steel reinforced
concrete structures.

Is it credible to think that the Hurricane impacted population could have been
evacuated during, or after, the storm if there was a nuclear accident at
Turkey Point?

The potential for the situation at Turkey Point to deteriorate further in the y<h
aftermath of the damage done by Hurricane Andrew was minimal, although the g y
potential hypothetically did exist. NRC officials, _who were-closely pr hn e;j

Jrmonitoting-plant _conditjons on a 24-hour basis;~1iE11eved there was no p
-significant radiological risk to the public during or after the storm. 'J [

v},t yp- _ _ _ _ - u

Duringthetimeofthehurricaneandduringthetimeperiodthatthesitewasd
fwithout offsite-pow the plants were in Mode 4 (" Hot Shutdown") as required /

-by emergency _ph D_imple enting procedures and, therefore, not operating. The
plants were placed in " Cold Shutdown", or Mode 5, as follows:'

, ,u.Y M N '- at 5:05 p.m. on August 25, for Unit 3; and rF ,/
^ y d&d' 7 3 S W y [# ,

" 'yat 10:15 a.m. en August 26, for Unit 4. j
-

Emergency diesel generator; provided power t he vital emergency equipment
throughout the event, as designed, in a full./ reliable =nner. Offsite power
was restored to the nuclear units on August 30, 1992. /( gne wr -

The ten-mile emerg cy preparedness zone (EPZ) was 1 gely evacuated during /$<
the first few day after Hurricane Andrew althoug some residents began to &Jf;y#enter the zone d ring the period. The state and ocal counties would have t

E' 3been called upo to implement their-in-phce */ nravinndy a-&cd-
d occurred in order to protect /

if a radiological emergency h[offsite emergency prep:r:dnt:sp Ar-@ emergency phn:s
Q oublic health and safety. Where elements of lg

A had been compromis R the state and local counties may have required
addtt4enal Federal !+:t;te assistance in order to assure that adequate
compensatory measures could have been implemented for protection of public rsafety. Prior to the hurricane, an evacuation order covering over 99% of the ,n rF
population in the EPZ, was issued by Dade and Monroe Counties.

As the main / O
-7

thoroughfares leading out ofj htEPZ remained passable follo_ wing.the b
hurricane. fit is believed that the population. whTh did not evacuate, had thB # 1

%2QitTyo do so if the need p'We should note that lurkey Poirit had i

enterea moae 4 (not snutd6(nl prior to the arrival of the hurricane.e_ k- )
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radiological release,-due to-a nuc. ear accident.f-c- the giani. witn-tne=ptweet-
in-mode 1 is not considered-14

%

If not, should we replace the power supplied by Turkey Point with alternative
sources of energy?

,

A response to this question, prepared by Florida Power & Light, is attached.
!

Finally, who is investigating the environmental impact of the oil spill that i

occurred at Turkey Point during the Hurricane? ,

A response to this question, prepared by Florida Power & Light, is attached.

.

!

|

|

|
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# 'o UNITED STATES
P' NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

"
n

( g g WASHINGTON. D. C. 20555

k...+,/ 1

'

:

!
The Honorable E. Clay Shaw, Jr. i
United States House of Representatives |
Washington, D.C. 20515

'

5Dear Congressman Shaw:
|

-
,

I am p" d to your letter of March 21, 1989, in which you enclosed+^~n

four letters from your constituents that expressed concern regarding operations
at the Turkey Point power plant. The four letters requested that the Turkey >

Point plant be closed until correction of all defects, proper training of
,

employees, and proper inspection are completed at the plant. gg g ;

encem =cr Turkey Met's operatier is erderstandabk. l w Oper4tice et [-
Th -The
the-feeHily histun celly hes ui. L cci. suud. NRC recognized th in the early
1980's and stepped up its inspection and oversight activities, *McW(resulted
in several fines, a series of orders requiring improvements, and a number of .g k

-

-

high-level management meetings with the licensee. NRC monitoring of the site
was increased by assigning more inspectors and paying special attention to the
operating data from the plant. In early 1984, the licensee, Florida Power and
Light Company (FPL), committed to a major improvement effort called the Perform- '

dnce Enhancement Program (PEP). Jince Jhat tine, FP
'

million dollars to improve plant etjuM and $5fc{..Sdce. pent several hundredThesdmprovements /m I%
has s

already implenented include-na Os .g[;e&x ,

(1) addition of a training facility that includes a control room ,

simuhtor

(2) additi of a health physics facility

(3) addition o an administration building

(4) addition of a\puclear maintenance facility i
'

\
(5) numerous walkdown, inspections of equipr.ent- and piping |

\
(6) a significant staff'i increase at the Turkey Point site j

(7) replacecent of steam g nerators

(8) an overhaul of plant proc deres (continuing)

(9) addition of two emergency fqdwater pumps

(10) addition of five backup diese enerators
\

(11) a nurber of programs to improve tfte plant design and equipment
surveillances

'

I

g0
\

i
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3 UNITED STATESn
! i NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

-

* #
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20ME\,...../

The Honorable Bob Graham
United States Senator
P.O. Box 3050
Tallahassee, FL 32315

Attention: Becky Liner

Dear Senator Graham:
,

The enclosure is our response to the questions on Turkey Point which your
constituents asked in a letter to your office dated September 12, 1992,
concerning Hurricane Andrew's impact on the nuclear plants. Previously, on
October 21, 1992, we briefed your staff and on November 6,1992, provided
additional information concerning certain other Hurricane-Andrew related
questions which other of your constituents asked in their letter dated
September 23, 1992.

I trust that this information will assist you in responding to the requests of
your constituents.

Sincerely,

James M. Taylor
Executive Director for Operations

Enclosure:
As stated*

.

|

1

'
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The Honorable Bob Graham
United States Senator
P.O. Box 3050
Tallahassee, FL 32315

Attention: Becky Liner

Dear Senator Graham:

The enclosure is our response to the questions on Turkey Point which your
constituents asked in a letter to your office dated September 12, 1992,
concerning Hurricane Andrew's impact on the nuclear plants. Previously, on
October 21, 1992, we briefed your staff and on November 6,1992, provided
additional information concerning certain other Hurricane-Andrew related
questions which other of your constituents asked in their letter dated
September 23, 1992.

I trust that this information will assist you in responding to the requests of
your constituents.

Sincerely,

James M. Taylor i

Executive Director for Operations |

Enclosure:
As stated ,
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QUESTION: TURKEY POINT

Why did several systems important to the health and safety of the public (such
as fire protection, security / surveillance, radiation monitoring, warning
sirens and comunications) fail during the Hurricane? Have these systems been
reestablished?

Hurricane Andrew hit south Florida with sustained surface winds of up to 145
.miles per hour (mph) per the National Hurricane Center estimate. Several

p# ,#o' '
y

unofficial reports estimate stronger gusts. The eye of the storm passed over
the site and caused significant onsite and offsite damage. However, the
nuclear portion of N th units, that is the portions that could pose a /-
radiological hazard ',o the public if they failed, were not damaged. Prior to
the advent of the storm, the licensee, in accordance with its emergency
planning procedures, brought the Units to a hot shutdown (Mode 4) and the
units remained in a stable condition. There was no release of radiation to 7
the environm g - jE

'

1
_

,p

Following completion of the storm damage repairs to the Turkey Point Unit 4 th7'and common systems, the licensee restarted Unit 4 on September 29, 1992. rd
Storm damage repairs to the Turkey Point Unit 3 are being implemrnted during g

'
e

its ongoing Cycle 13 refueling outage. Unit 3 is expected to resume its power go
operation by November 25, 1992.

The storm included damage to the fire protection, security / surveillance,
radiation monitoring, warning sirens, and communications systems. The storm
also caused loss offsite power. Following the storm, the licensee either
restored the specific functions of these systems or implemented appropriate
alternate means to meet their functions. Each of these systems is discussed
below:

Fire Protection System

As a result of the hurricane winds the service water system high water storage
tank collapsed and caused damage to the fire protection system. Within a few
hours following the hurricane, the licensee established 30-minute roving fire
watch patrols with the available personnel and by August 31, 1992, when
qualified fire watch personnel became available, established Technical
Specifications (TS)-required fire watches. By 5:20 p.m. on August 27, 1992,-

the licensee established a backup fire water capability which met the TS
requirements. Prior to restart of Turkey Point Unit 4, the licensee
implemented an interim fire protection configuration with backup water and
backup pump capabilities. The licensee performed a safety evaluation of this
interim configuration and satisfactorily demonstrated compliance with Appendix
R to 10 CFR 50 and TS requirements. On October 5-9, 1992, the NRC staff
inspected and verified the licensee's implementation of the plant's fire
protection / prevention program including the interim fire protection system
configuration. The licensee restored the fire protection system to its design
basis configuration by November 15, 1992. To prevent any future damage of
these types to the fire protection system, the licensee has eliminated the
service water high water storage tank.
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Security / Surveillance*

The storm caused damage to security buildings which were constructed to
withstand 120 mph winds. The Intrusion Detection and Surveillance (IDS)
System remained operational until the cameras or intrusion equipment also
sustained damage due to the storm. At least nine protected area barriers were
also damaged. Within a few hours after the storm, the licensee assessed the
damage and deployed security personnel to secure the site and establish
personnel and material access controls. Subsequently, the licensee re-
established the Secondary Alarm Station (SAS) as its command and control
facility. Armed security officers were positioned in the Auxiliary Building
which would have been the most direct passage to containment. At the
conclusion of the storm, security personnel were deployed in and around the
protected and vital area. During subsequent searches of the protected and
vital areas, there were no indications of site penetration during the storm.

The full regulatory acceptable security system was established by the licensee
on September 22, 1992. Security measures were reviewed and found acceptable
by the NRC Region II Safeguards Inspectors on September 23-25, 1992.

h Radiation Monitoring Os *

Radiation monitoring is performed by 21 direct radiation monitors,
specifically, thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD) and 5 sir samplers. The TLDs
were secured to various appurtenances, such as trees and poles. Many of the
trees were destroyed by the hurricane. Four air sampling stations and several
TLDs surrounding the plant were destroyed during the storm. During and after '

the storm, direct radiation levels were monitored by 13 of the 21
environmental TLDs required by TS which were recovered.4 In addition,

g approximately 52 of 76 TLDs located within the licensee's radiologically
N controlled area (RCA) and protected area boundaries also remained functional

to monitor any potential releases from the plant 9 Preliminary results of
radiological environmental samples,.e.g. broad le af vegetation, water, soil
and sediments, which were collected on September 9, 1992, indicated no
abnormal readings. A g gh. y,c,
The licensee contracted with the State of Florida to conduct the radiological
environmental monitoring program. The State initiated sample recovery and
damage estimates for the program on September 2, 1992. Restoration and
replacement of equipment was initiated on September 9, 1992. All TLDs and air
monitoring equipment were replaced and determined to be operable by
September 14 and September 19, 1992, respectively.

To aid recovery in the event of a future hurricane, the licensee plans to
attach the TLDs to the warning siren poles which may better withstand the
hurricane forces. y

,
4 ,'WH g r
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Warning Sirens

Many of the sirens, towers, and repeaters became inoperable during the
hurricane. Although the exact time at which the licensee became aware of the
degraded condition of the siren system is not known, the licensee assumed
complete system disablement and initiated restoration activities as soon as
access roads were cleared. Full siren system restoration and system testing
was accomplished by September 21, 1992.

The State of Florida Radiological Emergency Plan for Nuclear Power Plants
recognizes the possibility that the sirens may become inoperable. Because of
this possibility, an alternate means of notification is preplanned in the
State's Emergency Plan. This alternate means consists of " route alerting" the
population within the area of interest. The route alerting is performed by
backup police, fire rescue, and/or airplanes with loudspeakers, notifying the
population to take the necessary actions.

Communications

Sustained hurricane winds caused damage to transmission lines, antennas and
transmitters. The communications systems that operated on the Southern Bell
aerial copper wire along Palm Drive failed due to fallen trees and other
foreign objects from high velocity winds. Following the storm, the licensee
reestablished communications, on an intermittent basis, with portable
transceivers and security station cellular telephones which were functional
after the storm. Continuous communications were established by the afternoon
of August 24, 1992.

Since the hurricane, the communications systems that relied on the Southern
,

Bell aerial copper wire have been replaced by a buried fiber optic cable along
Palm Drive. In addition, the licensee has installed two new high frequency
radio systems to facilitate communications between the plant and offsite..
These communications systems are designed with antennas to withstand winds in }A #q7
excess of 170 miles per hour. Spare antennas are also available onsite to N '

. ensure prompt replacement, if needed.

Offsite Power

The storm caused damage to transmission lines and switchyard equipment which
resulted in loss of offsite power. Offsite power was established to the
fossil fuel-fired units startup transformers at 6:35 p.m. on August 29, 1992.
However, power was not brought onto the nuclear side until the reliability of
the offsite power sources was verified. One vital bus each for Unit 3 and
Unit 4 was energized from offsite power on August 30. A second source of
offsite power was available on September 2,1992.

The Turkey Point plants are designed with four (two per unit) emergency diesel
generators (EDGs) such that they receive an automatic start signal immediately
on sensing a loss of load from the offsite power supply buses. Only one EDG
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per unit is required to provide emergency power. In addition, the four EDGs
can be cross-tied, if necessary, to provide emergency power to the other unit.
Once the diesel motor and generator are running at the proper speed (rpm) the I

load sequencer automatically sequences the various safety-related loads to the I
generator. The EDGs and sequencers worked as designed. The licensee, in j
preparation for the storm, tested the EDGs and verified that all fuel tanks l

were full prior to the onset of the storm. The available fuel exceeded TS l
requirements. None of the safety-related EDGs suffered any damage from the l

storm since they are housed in seismic Category 1 designed steel reinforced I

concrete structures.

Is it credible to think that the Hurricane impacted population could have been
evacuated during, or after, the storm if there was a nuclear accident at

i

Turkey Point?
|

The potential for the situation at Turkey Point to deteriorate further in the
aftermath of the damage done by Hurricane Andrew was minimal, although the
potential hypothetically did exist. NRC officials, who were closely
monitoring plant conditions on a 24-hour basis, believed there was no
significant radiological risk to the public during or after the storm.

During the time of the hurricane and during the time period that the site was
without offrite power, the plants were in Mode 4 (" Hot Shutdown") as required
by emergency plan implementing procedures and, therefore, not operating. The
plants were placed in " Cold. Shutdown", or Mode 5, as follows:

at 5:05 p.m. on August 25, for Unit 3; and

at 10:15 a.m. on August 26, for Unit 4.

Emergency diesel generators provided power to the vital emergency equipment
throughout the event, as designed, in a fully reliable manner. Offsite power
was restored to the nuclear units on August 30, 1992.

The ten-mile emergency preparedness zone (EPZ) was largely evacuated during
the first few days after Hurricane Andrew although some residents began to re-
enter the zone during the period. The state and local counties would have
been called upon to implement their in-place and previously exercised
emergency plans if a radiological emergency had occurred in order to protect
public health and safety. Where elements of offsite emergency preparedness
had been compromised, the state and local counties may have required
additional Federal and state assistance in order to assure that adequate
compensatory measures could have been implemented for protection of public
safety. Prior to the hurricane, an evacuation order covering over 99% of the
population in the EPZ, was issued by Dade and Monroe Counties. As the main
thoroughfares leading out of the EPZ remained passable following the

,

hurricane, it is believed that the population, which did not evacuate, had the l
ability to do so if the need arose. We should note that Turkey Point had
entered mode 4 (hot shutdown) prior to the arrival of the hurricane. A
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radiological release, due to a nuclear accident from the plant with the plant
in mode 4, is not considered likely.

If not, should we replace the power supplied by Turkey Point with alternative
sources of energy?

A response to this question, prepared by Florida Power & Light, is attached.

Finally, who is investigating the environmental impact of the oil spill that
occurred at Turkey Point during the Hurricane?

A response to this question, prepared by Florida Power & Light, is attached.
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Input to the Response to Sen. Graham

FIRE PROTECTION

The fire protection system at the Turkey Point nuclear plant is
designed to meet the National Fire and the South Florida Building
Code 9 The fire protection system is designed as a Class III _

system which requires this system to withstand winds of 120 mph.
The NRC's fire protection guidance does not require the design of
the fire protection system to remain fully functional under a
severenatural phenomena occurrence such as the one experienced by -

the Turkey Point Facility during Hurricane Andrew.

The major failures of the fire protection system during Hurricane
Andrew were attributed to the collapse of the service water
system high water storage tank. During the hurricane, the tank
collapsed onto a portion of the fire protection system. This
caused damage to the raw water storage tank 1, the electric
driven fire pump casing and the pump controller, jockey system
pressure pumps, and piping. During Hurricane Andrew, the'

licensee reported the loss of the fire protection system to the
NRC. It should be noted on August 24, 1992, at 0916 est, the
licensee upgraded their emergency notification status from an
unusual event to an alert as a result of the degradation to the
fire protection system. On August 27, 1992, at 1800 est, the
licensee had established an alternative fire water supply and
pumping capabilities and on August 28, the diesel driven fire
pump and its water supply had been re-established. On August 30,
1992, the licensee had completed the necessary repairs to declare
the fire protection system functional.

The NRC is not requiring the fire protection system to be rebuilt
to more stringent hurricane specifications. The licensee, in
their efforts to assure that future hurricane damage to the fire
protection system is minimized, is evaluating the site for ,

objects which could impact the fire protection system if they j

were to collapse. In order to restart the Turkey Point facility, |

the licensee had to satisfy the operating conditions of the
plant's Technical Specifications. This included assuring the

,

|

functionality of the fire protection system. ;
;
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Input to the Response to Sen. Graham

FIRE PROTECTION

The fire protection system at th'e Turkey Point nuclear plant is
designed to meet the National Fire and the South Florida Building
Codg. The fire protection system is designed as a Class III
system which requires this system to withstang wipd 120 mph.
The NRC's fire protection guidance does not fefftliffe'p pfthe desi<yn-of,

ctional under athe- fire protection system 56 remain fully fuj3#one- experienced byj

seveDLnatural phenomena occurrcace such as m
the Turkey Point Eacility during Hurricane Andrew.

The major failures of the fire protection system during Hurricane
Andrew were attributed to the collapse of the service water
system high water storage tank. During the hurricane, the tank
collapsed onto a portion of the fire protection system. This

caused damage to the raw water storage tank 1, the electric -
driven fire pump casing and the pump controller, jockey system
pressure pumps, and piping. During Hurricane Andrew, the
licensee reported the logg ,of the fire protection system to the
NRC. It should be noted on August 24, 1992, at 0916 ISK7 theg
licensee upgraded their emergency notification status from,gn ,

unusual event to an alert as a result of the degradatfon te the
fire protection system. On August 27, 1992, at 1800 e#77 the
licensee had established y alternative fire water supply and

pumping capabilities,and On August 28, the dieseledriven fire
pump and its water supply had been re-established. On August 30,
1992, the licensee had completed the necessary repairs to declare ,

ithe fire protection system functional,
Eu,vw f wkUlb

The NRC is not requiring the, fire protection system to-be rebuilt
to more stringent hurricane specifications. The licensee, in M3
cheTr efforts to assure that future hurricane damage to the fire
protection system is minimized, is evaluating the site for
objects which could impact the fire protection system if they
were to collapse. In order to restart the Turkey Point facility,
the licensee had to satisfy the operating conditions of t e
plant's Technical Specifications. This included-assuri-ng . - e
functionality of the fire protection-systeme
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